Huawei Twitter and Facebook July 20-21

Gain insights into data privacy challenges brought on by 5G deployment with @andy_purdy from HuaweiUSA and @OmdiaHQ tomorrow July 21, 11 a.m. ET.

Register here: event.on24.com/wcc/r/3285890/...

ENSURING DATA PRIVACY IN 5G

Wednesday, July 21, 9 a.m. PT / 11 a.m. ET.

Together, we can build a sustainable future by trusting each other and implementing tangible resolutions today. It won't be easy, however we believe in humanity's collective power to achieve more for the greater good.

Climate change presents a key challenge for social development, driving an urgent need for a low-carbon society & green growth models to protect the environment & promote green economic recovery. #Huawei #Tech4All

#Sustainability

We need to protect the environment & pr...

Huawei Chairman - "We need to protect the environment and promote green economic ...

huaweihub.com.au

Artificial intelligence has many benefits, ensuring the safety of humans being of most importance.

"AI actually can and is already helping reduce the impact from the disease on our lives."

NEIL SAHOTA